**Brothers Four Here On Dec 4**

**Appearance of Group Sponsored by Sophs.**

The Brothers Four have been signed for an appearance at PC on Sunday, December 4, at 3:00 p.m. in Harkins Auditorium, sophomore class president James O'Leary announced today.

Tickets for the affair sponsored by the sophomore class officers. Prices for the tickets will be $4.00 per couple. Individual tickets will be priced at $2.50.

The Brothers, Bob, Dick, Mike and John, started their career while they were students at University of Washington. Their first break was an appearance at the Hungry in San Francisco.

The group followed this engagement up by appearing in various spots in New York City and were presented on the Jimmie Rodgers show, a national TV show.

The Brothers have recorded two albums for Columbia Records and a number of singles including the hit tune "Greenfields."

The reason for bringing the Brothers Four to the campus is to provide wholesome entertainment to the students of PC, and to prove that a large name can be successful at a college function.

The show is open to the entire student body, but due to the small amount of space that is available, tickets will be sold on a first-come-first-serve basis.

The group does all its own arranging and likes to consider folk songs as their specialty. No member of this group has a formal education in music.

In showing business they are known as "fun singers" because they maintain that the audience should have as much fun from listening as they do performing.

**Kemper To Lecture At Aquinas Society; Member Of F. B. I.**

Mr. Edward C. Kemper, Jr., Supervisor, Headquarters Staff of FBI, will be the guest speaker at tomorrow night's Aquinas Lectures. The lecture will be held in the Guild Room of Alumni Hall at 7:30 p.m. Rev. John F. Reid, O.P., Society moderator, will introduce the speaker.

Kemper will speak on "The Role of the FBI in Our Democratic Society." He hopes to touch upon criminal law and the rights of citizens, and to make certain that all members of the student body completely understand the operations of the FBI.

A graduate of George Washington University, Kemper holds a Bachelor of Arts and Bachelor of Law degree from that institution.

He entered the service of the FBI in 1941, and for the past fourteen years has been a supervisor assigned to the FBI's headquarters.

**“Olde Heidelberg” To Be Theme For Dormies’ Annual Celebration**

"Olde Heidelberg" has been selected as the theme for the Carolan Club's Dorm Weekend, which will be held Dec. 9, 10, and 11.

Co-chairmen Bill Kearns and Tom Kirwin disclosed the theme earlier this week. The weekend activities will include known plans for the selection of a queen and the formation of committees for the event.

The theme was chosen, according to the co-chairmen, "to break away from the run-of-the-mill type of theme which usually typifies college weekend events." Kearns noted that it lends itself to variations which will enable the committee to innovate an entirely new format.

"It is particularly interesting to note the extreme adaptability of "Olde Heidelberg." Decorations, refreshments, and favors will, for the first time, blend with each other in such a way as to accentuate the theme throughout the whole weekend.

(Continued on Page 2)
Weekend... (Continued from Page 1)

Instead of limiting it to the informal party," Kearns said.

Plans for the selection of a queen were also revealed. This year will mark the first time that a Dorm Weekend queen has been chosen. The new idea is for the crowning of the queen on Saturday evening.

Both the Dean's List and the national honor fraternity ought to be indicative of unusual academic achievement. Unusual achievement can hardly be claimed where allegedly select groups begin to encompass a larger and larger proportion of the student body.

Perhaps the College's problem is paradoxically enough, an excess of academic progress. In short, it appears that the toughness of marking standards has not kept abreast of the improvement in the caliber of the average student. As a result, the grade of C has lost its dignity and the so-called "honor" grades of A and B are in danger of losing their prestige.

This College's pursuit of excellence cannot be gainfully carried on when the standard of "excellence" comes too close to being merely average. A report of the Commission on Instructions of Higher Education confirms that grading which is not satisfactorily discriminating usually fails to motivate superior students to their highest degree of potential achievement. Very simply, over-liberal marking scales fail to provide the incentive to do work of the quality usually indicated by high grades.

Professors here might do well to consider the results of surveys which show a definite relationship between more conservative grading and higher classroom achievement.

Charles J. Gortz

Social Comm. Bills To Be Aired By SC

Student Congress action toward solving the social activity dilemma here at Providence College is expected to be taken at tonight's meeting. The meeting will be held in the Student Congress office starting at 7:00 p.m.

Social Committee Chairman Carl McDarden, senior class representative, plans to introduce several bills which he feels will aid in the solving of problems encountered by the Congress in the running of the Friday night mixers.

Hampered by poor legislation, McDarden decided to revamp the current SC mixers. In order to accomplish this end, new legislation is required. McDarden stated that the passing of the legislation was imperative to the success of his new program.

McDarden's bills provide the bulk of the legislation which will be considered at tonight's meeting. They deal with the systematizing of the awarding of dance dates, the manner of distributing funds taken in at these dances, and rules and regulations governing the behavior and attire of those attending the mixers.

According to the bills submitted, the first series of mixers will be awarded to the Student Congress, sophomores, junior and senior classes, and the freshman class in that order.

The proceeds of the mixers awarded to the three upper classes will be pooled and divided equally among the classes. Proceeds from the Student Congress and freshman class mixers will be turned over to the respective organizations.

By the end of the series of mixers, each organization will be bound to arouse the ire of the college. The freshmen, due to their numerical superiority, will be the main target. But the other organizations to whom mixers are awarded,
Crackdown On College Cheating

Bridgeport, Conn.—No student is justified in blaming his cheating on the fact that "everyone does it," says Dr. Alfred R. Wolff, director of student personnel at the University of Bridgeport. In the past, he admits, copies of tests were procured by students by such means as taking imperfect copies out of wastebaskets.

This is no longer possible, claims Dr. Wolff, because the instructor is now required to watch the entire procedure of typing and mimeographing an exam. In addition, the procedure in the mail and supply room, where it once was rumored that copies of exams were being obtained, is now being watched, warns Dr. Wolff.

During an interview in 1958 with five university students who admitted cheating, one of them related that his reasons were that he believed obscure objective questions, and saw cheating as a means of balancing this handicap. Dr. Wolff remarks that students tend to blame everyone but themselves in such a case. He believes it is not the instructors' fault, although it is best for the student to be given a few chances as possible to cheat.

Plagiarism, too, if it can be proven deliberate, should be rated in the same manner as cheating, Wolff maintains.

The penalties for cheating on the Bridgeport campus are: first offense results in a zero and a lowering of the grade by one letter; second offense gets an automatic failure in the course; and third offense means expulsion from the class. Dr. Wolff feels that, although light, these penalties could not be made heavier because the instructors might then be reluctant to turn a student in.

Don't Let Your "First Aid" Turn Out To Be "Worst Aid"

"ONE KILLED and three others injured," was all the radio news fellers had to report. Yet a few will remember this accident for the rest of their lives—the well-meaning hands first on the scene.

You will also remember the words of the ambulance corpsman who said, "You should have let me make them better, not just make them look better than good."

It is important to know what to do when arriving on the scene of a highway emergency; risk of letting someone smash into your car and compound the accident; send several drivers in both directions to notify the police. Usually all they need do is to tell the telephone operator the number of people injured and the exact location of the mishap.

Next, send men 200 yards down the road in both directions to fix down oncoming traffic. At night they should be equipped with flashlights; in the day a piece of cloth will suffice. From this point on your primary concern is for the victims.

REACH INSIDE the vehicle and remove the ignition key to prevent fire. If the auto has started to smoke, lift the hood and pull the wires off the battery, being careful not to let them touch metal. The ensuing spark might set off an explosion.

Do not yank the victims from the car without first examining them. Send several people to secure at least three out of five possible points of support; each to secure at least three out of five possible points of support. The auto may then be turned back on its wheels.

If you happen upon a smash up, pull your car well of the road and stop; do not run the

FREE ADVERTISING is supplied to the ROTC department by Sgt. Yates. Here Yates exhibits his Connecticut State license plates bearing the initials ROTC. As they say in the ranks Sarg, "Gang Ho."

Pyramid Players Meet To Form Prod. Staff

Pyramid Players will meet tomorrow night, Oct. 27, to form the production staff for their fall show "My Three Angels."

The meeting is scheduled for 7:45 p.m. in room 107 of Harricks Hall and is open to all interested in dramatic work. There will be planning for a series of acting workshops to be directed by Mr. Francis J. Hanley, former member of the faculty of theatrical arts at UCLA and present number of PC's English department.

Accompanying this announcement, Robert A. Mort, club moderator, released the names of the newly appointed officers.

As president he designated Robert Grathwool, a senior and veteran club member and performer. Angelo Zuccolo, junior, maintains the treasury. Anthony Scanlon, junior, is vice-president. Zuccolo will be appearing in "My Three Angels" and has been in all of the Players' productions in the past two years.

The remaining two officers are Neil Wolfe and William Sargent. Scanlon, senior, is treasurer this year. Although he has never appeared on stage, Scanlon's work has contributed to all recent productions.

Robert Grathwool
New Players President

No More Beanies For Frost! Sophs Lose In Sports Events

On October 19, the freshmen were liberated from beanies in a series of sports events held in Harricks Hall. In order to gain their liberation, the freshmen had to secure at least three out of five possible points obtainable from victories in basketball, volleyball, and tug-of-war contests.

The freshmen took the first tug-of-war, giving them two point lead. The sophomores retaliated by taking the two points total by a score of 44-32. The volleyball game was tied 21-21, and the freshmen took this point, conquering the sophomores 21-6. The tug-of-war then gave the freshmen the freedom from their beanies.

Entertainment and refreshments were furnished for both classes in Harricks Hall after the evening's activities.

The Phi Chi Plans Science Day

The Phi Chi Club has set November 30 as the date for its annual high school science day program. Bill Cummings, president of the Club, and Don Provenzolli, president of the Albertus Magnus Club, are co-chairmen for the event.

The club also plans for a dance and various field trips during the year. The next meeting will be held on Nov. 8, at which Dr. Barrett will be guest lecturer.

No More Beanies For Frost!
SOPHS LOSE IN SPORTS EVENTS

On October 19, the freshmen were liberated from beanies in a series of sporting events held in Harricks Hall. In order to gain their liberation, the freshmen had to secure at least three out of five possible points obtainable from victories in basketball, volleyball, and tug-of-war contests.

The freshmen took the first tug-of-war, giving them two point lead. The sophomores retaliated by tying the freshmen 21-21, and the freshmen took this point, conquering the sophomores 21-6. The tug-of-war then gave the freshmen the freedom from their beanies.

Entertainment and refreshments were furnished for both classes in Harricks Hall after the evening's activities.

German Club Holds 1st Meeting Thurs.

First meeting of the German Society for the current academic year will be held tomorrow at 7:30 p.m. in room CS, Almuni Hall. It will be open to all past and present students of the German language.

Primarily organizational, the meeting will give new members a chance to register with the secretary.
Dialogue Devotion...

The Sunday morning vacant stares and faraway looks formerly seen in Aquinas Chapel are getting rarer of late. The eyes of the reciting seniors on Sunday mornings are now being induced to squint bravely at the altar. Dialogue Mass seems to have found its niche on Smith Hill.

Yes, sleep-kneelers (a specialized kin to daydreamers) are joining the ranks of extinct species as Sunday mornings are considered no longer the more reason to end the College's insularity with religious affiliation. There is a religious "ghetto complex." There is a sentiment which extend to the benefit of the entire student body.

President Goetz, in a recent article in a national magazine, has publicly subsidized half of last Thursday's Autumn Festival. The class of '63 was allowed to remove their mortal bonds.

The year before, 1958, the College was in mourning over the death of Pope Pius XII. Father Slavin celebrated a Solemn Requiem Mass. On the lighter side the Sophs defeated the Frosh in the annual tug of war.

Back another year to 1957, the Barristers were held to a hold a debate among the speakers. The topic: "Resolved. That the U.S. should discontinue direct foreign economic aid." The debate was won by the affirmative.

Back 19 years to 1941, the football team was preparing to take on the Springfield eleven. Two years prior to this, 1939, last rites were held for Mal Brown, the popular PC trainer. It was decided to present an annual award to the best athlete in honor of Mal.

CHEATING CHATTER...

Everybody's doing it. It doesn't hurt anybody. Just don't get caught.

What's everybody doing? What isn't hurting anybody, and why don't they want to get caught? Answer: Cheating and justifying one's underhandness with the old bromide that it "doesn't hurt anybody."

Between 60 and 90 percent of American College students, according to a recent article in a national magazine, make the eventual surrender of the clubs a process of absorption rather than one of dictatorial control. Although campus activities must necessarily be brought under more centralized direction, it is impossible to get a kind word out of them, much less a new geology building.

Carolan Congrats.

Congratulations to the Carolan Club for its unpublicized subsidization of half last Thursday's Autumn Festival. The class of '63 was allowed to remove their mortal bonds.

Cheating and justifying one's underhandness with the old bromide that it "doesn't hurt anybody."

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

HOMESTEAD...THE BARRISTERS paragraph listed here is identical to the one printed in the regular copy.

No NSA Delay...

Student Congress is currently in the process of considering a petition from Providence College with the National Student Association. We are of the strong opinion that, financial arrangements permitting, PC should join the membership of NSA with the least delay possible.

In a day when Catholics themselves recognize the existence of a religious "ghetto complex," there is all the reason in the world to end the College's insularity with maximum speed.

On Campus
(With Max Smithson)

"HOME SWEET HOMECOMING"

A great number of people have been asking me lately, "What is Homecoming?" but I have been so busy trying to find out why my new sports car looks I haven't had time to answer.

I am now pleased to report that I finally discovered why my sports car looks the way it does. "Let's be ready today to turn my attention to Homecoming."

Let's begin with definitions. Homecoming is a weekend when old grads return to their alma mater to watch a football game, visit old classrooms and dormitories and inspect each other's bald spots.

The weekend is marked by the singing of old songs, the slapping of old backs and the frequent exchange of such greetings as "Harry, you old polecat!" or "Harry, you old peripatus!" or "Harry, you old rooster!" or "Harry, you old wombat!" As you can see, all old grads are named Harry.

It is not just old grads who behave with such liveliness during Homecoming; the faculty also comports itself with an unaccommodated sentiment. Teachers laugh and smile and pound backs and keep shouting "Harry, you old Airacle!" This unsecholastic behavior is carried on in the hope that old grads, in a transport of fondness will endow a new geology building.

The old grads, however, are seldom seduced. By game time on Saturday their backs are so sore, their eyelids so creased, their extremities from fatigue so impossible to get a kind word out of them, much less a new geology building.

Even the football game does not improve their tempers. "Thump!" they snort as the home team completes a 101-yard march to a touchdown. "Do you call that football? Why, back in my day, they'd have been over on the first down! By George, football in those days—not this namby-pamby girls' game that passes for football today! Take a look at that bench—50 substitutes sitting there. Why, in my day, there were 11 men on a team and that was it. When you broke a leg, they slapped a piece of tape on it and you went right back in. Why, I remember the big game against State. Harry Sigfors, our star quarterback, was killed in the third quarter. I mean, he was pronounced dead. But did that stop old Harry? Not on your nippy! Back in he went and kicked the winning drop kick in the last four seconds of play, dead as he was. Back in my day, they played football, by George!"

Everything, say the old grads, was better back in their day—everything except one. Even the most unconstructed of the old grads has to admit that back in his day they never had a smoke like Marlboro—never a cigarette with such a lot to like—never a filter so easy drawing, a flavor so mild yet hearty, so abundant, so bountiful—never a choice of flip-top box or soft pack.

So old grads, young grads, and undergrads, why don't you settle back and have a full-flavored smoke? Try Marlboro, the filtered cigarette with the unfiltered taste, and Homecoming will be a happy occasion and the sun will shine and the air will be filled with the murmur of wings and no man's hand will be raised against you.

Even the football game does not improve their tempers. "Thump!" they snort as the home team completes a 101-yard march to a touchdown. "Do you call that football? Why, back in my day, they'd have been over on the first down! By George, football in those days—not this namby-pamby girls' game that passes for football today! Take a look at that bench—50 substitutes sitting there. Why, in my day, there were 11 men on a team and that was it. When you broke a leg, they slapped a piece of tape on it and you went right back in. Why, I remember the big game against State. Harry Sigfors, our star quarterback, was killed in the third quarter. I mean, he was pronounced dead. But did that stop old Harry? Not on your nippy! Back in he went and kicked the winning drop kick in the last four seconds of play, dead as he was. Back in my day, they played football, by George!

Everything, say the old grads, was better back in their day—everything except one. Even the most unconstructed of the old grads has to admit that back in his day they never had a smoke like Marlboro—never a cigarette with such a lot to like—never a filter so easy drawing, a flavor so mild yet hearty, so abundant, so bountiful—never a choice of flip-top box or soft pack.

So old grads, young grads, and undergrads, why don't you settle back and have a full-flavored smoke? Try Marlboro, the filtered cigarette with the unfiltered taste, and Homecoming will be a happy occasion and the sun will shine and the air will be filled with the murmur of wings and no man's hand will be raised against you.
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Grad Students Urged To Shun Lectures, Substitute Self-Study For Ph.D. Degree

Princeton, N. J.—A leading scientist and educator urges university graduate students to shun lecture courses and to speed up their work toward the Ph.D. degree.

Sir Hugh Taylor, British-born president of the Woodrow Wilson National Fellowship Foundation, said there may be some "fruitful exceptions" for participating in a course of lectures, particularly in the first year of graduate study.

Former dean of the Princeton University Graduate School and an internationally known physical chemist, Sir Hugh told students: "It is my firm judgment, however, that lecture courses beyond the first year of graduate study are a measure of your inability to meet the demands of self-education that graduate work involves."

"To the extent that you rely on the vocal efforts of others to supply you with the basic data of your academic interest, to that degree you are postponing your entrance into a career of scholarship."

Because graduate education is expensive and because there is an urgent need for the "finished product" in the next decade, Sir Hugh told students that "there is an imperative call upon you to reach your goal in the minimum period of time necessary for the proper fulfillment of the academic requirements."

"Excellency, authority can be elected," the scientist-educator said, "that a three-year period of intensive training, given an A.B. degree of distinction in the area of one's special interest, is ample for the training preparatory to a scholarly career, which the Ph.D. should represent."

Austin Snack Shoppe
Genevieve and Austin
Grady
661 Smith St., Prov., R. I.
MA 1-1823

VINCENT’S PRESCRIPTION PHARMACY
"THE BEST IN DRUGS"
VINCENT N. CIAVATTA, Reg. Pharmacist
364 Admiral Street
GA 1-6003

You must have heard about it! But you’ve got to be there to believe it. The Inter-Collegiate Association invites you to the Grand-Daddy of all College Balls.

National Invitational Party

* * * * *
Held Every Friday Night
from 8:30 to 1:00

"Five Acres" Nite Club
(Waterman Avenue, East Providence)

So consider yourself notified, if you don’t like to break it up on Friday Night then don’t show, but if you dig an “A la Newport Ball,” then make the scene.

P.S.

A HALLOWEEN BALL
Sunday, October 30, the Inter-Collegiate Association is throwing a $1.00 “all you can hold” (girls invited) Halloween Ball.

— LOCATION TO BE ANNOUNCED —

Proper Dress ID’s Required

To get away from a GRIZZLY
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THE RIGHT TASTE BECAUSE
Viceroy’s got it...

at both ends

GOT THE FILTER...

GOT THE BLEND!

VICEROY

YOU CAN’T WIN. FOR YOURSELF — YOU MUST WIN, SO MAKER VICEROY

You've seen the 50 pounds of weight they need to lose. Then they saw their feet in the scale window.

YOU BET! VICEROY’S got it...at both ends!

GOT THE FILTER... VICEROY

GOT THE BLEND!
WHAT WILL YOU HAVE?

Bourbon, Scotch, Canadian, blended whiskey? Be careful how you answer that one. An independent research company, has found that the kind of drink you order may be a clue to your personality.

A series of interviews in depth by Marplan Corporation, showed that there's much more to drinking than just elbow bending. What you tell the bartender may be a give-away as to your economic status, your degree of taste, the way you see yourself and the way others see you. * * *

TAKE BOURBON, for example (and maybe you'd like to). The survey found that the Bourbon drinker sees himself honestly and knows what he likes. (Although some Bourbon drinkers simply want to appear this way.) What are they really like?—straightforward, masculine, easy going socialable, comfortably upper middle class in outlook and income, and without strong need to inflate their ego or to aspire for high status and prestige.

Scotch and Canadian users regard themselves as cultured and sophisticated, but some non-users view them as social climbers and "pretentious people trying to make an impression."

Actually these tipplers value the non-conventional, and don't want to do what everyone else does. They seek a "sense of superiority to the crowd, a feeling of originality and difference." * * *

IF YOU'RE a blend user, you may have this image of yourself—a person who just wants a good drink, and is not out to make a big impression; easy to satisfy, and not over-particular. Non-users may regard you as a social drinker and not a "real" drinker, or as a "beginner" who may some day graduate to a more sophisticated whiskey.

Researchers found that the average blend user tends to be down-to-earth, unconcerned with appearing cultivated, impulsive, emotional, direct, conventional, and opposed to snobbery and fuss.

Those interviewed rated domestic blends as the least expensive and most ordinary, while Scotch and Canadian were deemed expensive, distinctive, and favored by aristocratic types. Bourbon was considered, even by non-users, as a quality whiskey, aged, pure, refined, possessing "character."

NON-BLEND users tend to feel superior to blend drinkers, but interviewers found that they disagree among themselves on the relative merits of Bourbon vs. Scotch and Canadian. Canadians prefer the mild, neutral taste of Canadian, sometimes disparaging the "medical" taste of Scotch. Scotch drinkers prefer for the "special" taste of their brew.

This may start a small war according to the survey, women who drink blends are "quite fearful about drinking. If they were little girls, they shouldn't really drink. More than any other group studied, they cover up and disguise their liquor."

And if they generally steer away from Scotch, it is because Scotch is considered a man's drink.

* * *

MAN OR WOMAN, next time you bend your elbow, give that glass a second look—may it be the one in which you see yourself reflected?

(Continued from Page 3)

First Aid....

his neck or back have been injured. To move him improperly could result in paralysis or death. Leave him in the car at all costs.

BLEEDING MUST be stopped. In most cases this can be done by using pressure directly over the wound. In the case of a ruptured artery it will be necessary to use a tourniquet between the injured extremity and the heart.

If an ambulance has not arrived on the scene by this time, care should be taken to immobilize fractures.Rolled up newspapers, sticks, etc. fastened above and below the wound with strips of cloth torn from clothing may be used as splints. Do not move fracture victims until their limbs are immobilized to prevent further injury.

ALL ACCIDENT VICTIMS (regardless of the nature of their injuries) must be treated for shock. This consists placing the victim on an embankment so that his feet are slightly higher than his head. No matter what the weather, place coats or blankets underneath and above the victim.

INSURANCE Life

Auto — Home

T. JAMES LANNON, '64

354 PARK AVENUE

CINCINNATI—HO 1-7070

"Plan on Lannon for Insurance"
ROTC Band Wins

The Providence College Band received the annual Columbus Day Parade band award on Monday evening, October 17. Mr. Peter Lombardi, chairman of the parade, a Fourth

Parade Award

Degree Knight, represented the Knights of Columbus in pre-
senting this award to Rev. Raymond St. George, O.P., modera-
tor of the PC band, in the Re-
tunda of Hurkins Hall.

Participating bands in the parade were judged for general appearance, including precision of marching and cleanliness of the uniforms, and the effec-
tiveness of the music.

Outstanding Poetry

Now Being Accepted

College poetry is now being compiled for publication early next year by the American Col-
lege Poetry Society. This will be the fourth semestery an-
ology of outstanding college poetry.

Contributions must be the original work of the student (who shall retain literary rights to the material,) and are to be sub-
mitted to Alan C. Fox, Execu-
tive Secretary, American College Poetry Society, Box 24463, Los Angeles 24, Califor-
nia, with the entrant's name ad-
dress and school on each page.

Poems, which may deal with any subject, may not exceed 48 lines nor may any individual submit more than five poems.

Entries which are not ac-
cepted for publication will be re-
turned if accompanied by a stamped, self-addressed enve-
lope, but they cannot be other-
wise acknowledged, nor can the Society compensate students for poetry which is published. All entries must be post-
marked not later than mid-
night, December 9, 1960, to be con-
sidered, and the decisions of the Society judges are final.

TRAMPORAMA

The Shipyard off Allen Avenue, Providence

The Latest Sports Senation

To Sweep The Country

Fun at its Healthiest
Exercise at its Easiest

Owned and Operated by Ed Froment, Class of '57

"You have seen it on TV. You have seen it in top magazines. See it now at the SHIPYARD!"
Racing off to an early lead, the freshman cross country team maintained it throughout the race and walloped the Boston College Frosh, 16-47.

P.C.A.A. Discloses Hoop Ticket Dates

On certain specified dates only, Providence College students may purchase tickets for all home basketball games at a reduced price. On and before these dates, reserved for student ticket sale, no tickets for the Main Floor of Alumni Hall will be sold to the general public.

A notice concerning these dates will be posted on the official bulletin board in Harkins Hall. After these dates tickets may be purchased only for their face value.

Student tickets may be obtained at the box office in the lobby of Alumni Hall between the hours of 11:30 a.m. and 1:30 p.m. on the aforementioned dates. In order to purchase a ticket at the reduced rate a student must present the ID card issued to applicants during the month of September by the athletic department.

Each student must purchase his own ticket, and student tickets will be stamped. On game nights, students must use the student entrance to Alumni Hall. This entrance will be plainly marked.

Student tickets may be used only by bona fide students of Providence College. The Providence College athletic department has reserved the right to refuse admission to any person who is not a student and who presents a student ticket in order to gain admission. Identification will be required on demand.

The athletic department announced that it would like to give every student the privilege of purchasing an extra ticket for all home basketball games. However, because of the possibility of a great request for student tickets, it may be necessary on occasion for the athletic department to limit the number of tickets that may be purchased by a student for a specific game.

There are approximately two thousand seats on the main floor of Alumni Hall available for sale.

Freshmen Praised By Coach Coates As Best In 13 Years

Although Coach Harry Coates isn’t always raving about his varsity harriers, he’s singing the praises of his undefeated freshman cross-country squad.

Harry believes they have a great future and considers them “the best freshman team in all my coaching years at PC.” Coates is now entering his thirteenth year as PC’s coach. This year his team finished fifth at the New England IC4A Freshman Cross-Country crown.

Although Coach Harry Coates isn’t always raving about his varsity harriers, he’s singing the praises of his undefeated freshman cross-country squad.

Coates believes they have a great future and considers them “the best freshman team in all my coaching years at PC.” Coates is now entering his thirteenth year as PC’s coach. This year his team finished fifth at the New England IC4A Freshman Cross-Country crown.

By Coach Coates

Swartz And Ecleseton

Greet Frosh Hopefuls

Basketball coaches Joe Mulaney and Jim Swartz at Providence College took the Friday and Saturday nights off to get acquainted with the new freshman class and to get them to know the basketball scene.

The Providence College rifle team has a very good chance to capture the New England title this year. The Friars’ Pat Stewart’s third place finish was undoubtedly his best performance of the year and an encouraging note for the hill and dalers.

Jim McMahon of BC took fourth place while Providence College’s Harry Lannetti captured fifth and the Eagles’ Jim Duff was sixth.

The seventh and eighth positions were taken up by Phil Murphy and Mario Monella respectively.

The Friars’ Pat Stewart’s third place finish was undoubtedly his best performance of the year and an encouraging note for the hill and dalers.

Pace Places Third:
Frosh Also Down BC

Paced by Bob Bamberger and Stan Blejwas, first and second finishers respectively, the Providence College varsity harriers rolled to an 18-40 victory over Boston College, just 30 minutes after a 9-38 loss. It was their first win of the season.

Blejwas, who was timed in 22.35 led the pack for the first three-quarters of the race, but was passed by Bambi, who covered the course in 22.35 in the later stages. Not until the last semaphored the line in that order.

Bob Mahler of Boston College placed fifth but the PC runners held the next three places as Dave Shanahan, John Hamilton, Tom Zimmerman, and Ecleseton crossed the line in that order.

Student ticket sales-clip and save

Listed below are the dates when basketball tickets at the reduced student rate will be on sale at the athletic office. The Cowl urges students to clip and save this article for reference, as regular prices will be charged on other dates.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Game</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Nov. 21</td>
<td>Assumption College</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dec. 9</td>
<td>Gonzaga University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dec. 14</td>
<td>St. Michael College</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jan. 14</td>
<td>Canisius College</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jan. 16</td>
<td>Scranton University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jan. 19</td>
<td>Providence College</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Feb. 23</td>
<td>Rhode Island University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Feb. 6</td>
<td>De Paul University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Feb. 13</td>
<td>Loyola University</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Riflers Hoping For N. E. Title

The Providence College rifle team has a very good chance...